Welcome to DDx Support

Search our articles or browse by category below.

Getting started
From creating your account to uploading your first project, the Design Data Exchange (DDx) makes it easy.

Check out the 2030 Essentials

Have a question?
Ask your peers. Our 2030 Commitment Peer-to-Peer Network, powered by Basecamp, is great for troubleshooting project-specific information.

Ask the community

Get quick tips
And the help you need – all in one place. We're here to answer your questions.

Contact us at 2030Commitment@aia.org

Browse by category
Use key words to find the helpful information you need.
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Recent DDx updates
Never miss an update. We're always rolling out new features to make the DDx easier to use. You'll find them here.

Blog Posts
• Blog: Beta Testing created by Saif Sadeq  DDx Help May 08, 2020
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